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Abstract

The Fourier Transform is one of the basic concepts in the mathematical analysis of partial
di�erential equations in Physics� As is well�known� one of its most curious properties is
the fact that it converts derivatives into multiplications� This makes it a very useful tool�
as it transforms di�erential equations into algebraic ones� Naturally� it also has its limits�
Particularly� it is not evident that it can be applied to di�erential equations with variable
coe�cients� that is� in the treatment of heterogeneous media�

In this Lecture� we show one possible way to generalize the ideas of Fourier Analysis� so
as to make them accessible to the study of non�homogeneous periodic media� We would like
to generate a new technique� oriented to understanding certain mathematical phenomena in
Homogenization Theory� To do so� we use a special class of functions� known as Bloch waves�
which are commonly used in Solid State Physics� The resulting methodology is illustrated
through two applications� We see how it applies in the classical problem of homogenization
of elliptic operators in arbitrary domains ofRN with periodically oscillating coe�cients� We
also use it to study the asymptotic behaviour of the spectrum of some periodic structures�
and more precisely� we consider it in the context of the wave equation in a bounded periodic
heterogeneous medium�

This Lecture reviews and uni�es recent joint works of the authors ��	� �
	� ��	� ��	�
Keywords � homogenization� periodic structures� Bloch waves� spectral analysis� wave
equation�
AMS Classification � ��A��� ��B��� �C���

� Introduction

Our starting point is the spectral analysis of the operator ���� in RN which� as usual� is
considered as an unbounded operator acting in L��RN� and domain D���� � H��RN�� It
is well�known that the spectrum of this operator consists of the non�negative real axis and
that the plane waves ei��y with j�j� � � can be considered as �generalized eigenfunctions�
with �eigenvalue� � � �� These functions are not elements of L��RN� but they span all
of L��RN�� since they provide the spectral resolution of the identity in the sense of Fourier
inversion�
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��

�here� �f denotes the classical Fourier�Plancherel transform of f�� Indeed� by means of planes
waves and Fourier analysis one can derive the full spectral resolution of ���� �see e�g� ���	�
pp� 
��
���

In this example� the medium does not vary at all since it is represented by a di�erential
operator with constant coe�cients� In contrast with this case� we are going to analyze media
which oscillate rapidly� i�e�� the case where the coe�cients representing the medium have a
small period� More precisely� let us consider the operator

A � �
�

�yk

�
ak��y�

�

�y�

�
� ���

where the coe�cients ak� are assumed to satisfy�����������
ak� � L�� �Y �� where Y � ��� ���N � i�e�� each ak� is a

Y �periodic bounded measurable function de�ned on RN�

�� � � such that ak��y��k�� � �j�j� �ellipticity��
ak� � a�k �k� l � �� 	 	 	 � N �symmetry��

���

�As usual� summation with respect to the repeated indices is understood throughout this
paper� and the constants appearing in various estimates independent of 
 are generically
denoted by c��

The functions that will now play the role of generalized eigenfunctions are known as
�classical� Bloch waves� These waves were originally introduced in Solid State Physics in
the context of propagation of electrons in a crystal� see ��	� Several questions and properties
of periodic media can be translated in terms of Bloch waves� The �rst mathematical result
in this topic is due to I�M� Gelfand ���	� In his paper� a proof is outlined of the so�called
Parseval�s Identity for functions in L��RN� �see below� Theorem ����� The reader may refer
to the book ���	 for a wide variety of applications in the vibrations of �uid�solid structures
and to the works of Allaire and Conca ��	� �	� ��	 who have succeeded in using these waves
to study the asymptotic behaviour of the spectrum of some periodic structures� Additional
references on Bloch waves are ��	� ���	� ���	� ���	� ���	�

We are interested in the spectral resolution of A in L��RN�� For this purpose� the
classical method of Bloch is used and it consists of introducing a family of spectral problems
parameterized by � � RN� Find � � ���� � R and � � ��y� �� �not identically zero� such
that ��� A���� �� � ����� �� in R

N�
���� �� is ��� Y ��periodic� i�e��
��y � ��m� �� � e��im cdot���y� �m �ZN� y � RN	

���

First of all� it is clear that the above problem remains the same if � is replaced by � � m�
m � ZN� So� there is no loss of generality in con�ning � to the cell Y � � ��� ��N � �In what
follows� we shall take � in the translated cell Y � � ���

� �
�
� �
N � again without loss of generality��

We refer to Y � as the reciprocal cell of Y �In the Physics literature� Y � is known as the �rst
Brillouin zone�� Solutions � of ��� are usually called Bloch waves or Bloch eigenvectors� they
can be motivated in a couple of ways� see ���	 or ��	� As already mentioned� if the medium
were homogeneous� then it is classical to use plane waves ei��y to solve the problem� Bloch
waves are natural generalizations of plane waves to treat periodic media�

Periodic media in one dimension were studied by Floquet ���	 prior to Bloch� Following
his ansatz� we look for solutions of ��� which are products of Y �periodic functions with
solutions in the homogenized media� i�e�� plane waves�

��y� �� � ei� cdoty��y� ��� ���� �� is Y �periodic	 ��
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This transformation maps ��� into a new problem where the parameter � appears in the
operator rather than in the boundary condition� Find � � ���� � R and � � ��y� �� �not
identically zero� such that �

A���� � �� in R
N�

� is Y �periodic�
���

Here the operator A��� is de�ned by

A���
def
� �

� �

�yk
� i�k

��
ak��y��

�

�y�
� i���

�
� �
�

and it is referred to in the literature as the shifted operator�
It is well�known that� due to ellipticity and symmetry hypothesis� the above problem ���

admits a sequence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors �which are also referred to as Bloch eigen�
values and Bloch eigenvectors or Bloch waves� respectively� with the following properties����

����� � � � � � �m��� � � � � ��	�
f�m��� ��g�m�� forms an orthonormal basis in L���Y ��
�m � �� �m��� de�nes a Lipschitz continuous function of � in Y

��

Thanks to the above parameterized family of eigenvalues� one can completely describe the
spectral resolution ofA as an unbounded� self�adjoint operator in L��RN�� Roughly speaking�
the results are as follows� The spectrum of A� denoted �A�� has a band structure and more
exactly� it coincides with the so�called Bloch spectrum which is de�ned as the union of the
images of all the mappings �m���� i�e��

�A� � Bloch
def
�

��
m��

	
min
��Y �

�m����max
��Y �

�m���



	 ���

�It can be proved in some examples that the gaps in Bloch are not empty� see ���	�� The
family

fei��y�m�y� �� j m � �� � � Y �g

forms a basis of L��RN� in a generalized sense� and L��RN� can be identi�ed with L��Y �� ���N��
via Parseval�s Identity� This is the essence of how the spectral family of A can be constructed
�see ���	�� and also the foundation of the following result� a proof of which can be found in
��	 or ���	�
Theorem ���� Let g � L��RN

y �� The mth Bloch coe�cient of g is de�ned as follows�

�gm��� �

Z
RN

g�y�e�i��y ��m�y� ��dy �m � �� � � Y �	

Then the following inverse formula holds�

g�y� �

Z
Y �

�X
m��

�gm���e
i��y�m�y� ��d�	

Further� we have Parseval�s Identity�Z
RN

jg�y�j�dy �

Z
Y �

�X
m��

j�gm���j
�d�	
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��� Classical periodic homogenization

As a �rst application of the Bloch decomposition method� we will show how one can reestab�
lish some of the classical results of the periodic homogenization theory in arbitrary domains�
The principal result is stated in Theorem ���� Although it is not new� the method sheds
new light and o�ers a non�traditional way of calculating the homogenized coe�cients� There
are many ways to obtain these coe�cients and there is a vast body of work in the literature
which justi�es the limiting procedure� The basic reference is the book ��	 which presents an
application of the method of multiple scale expansion to homogenization and this technique
seems to be the easiest way to obtain the homogenized medium� Justi�cation of this method
is usually done by Tartar�s method which he developed in large part in association with
F� Murat� see ���	� ��
	� Their method is very general and it goes beyond the case of peri�
odically oscillating coe�cients� However� if the medium is periodic� there is an alternative
procedure to pass to the limit by using the notion of two�scale weak convergence introduced
in ��	 and ��
	�

Here we follow a di�erent approach based on Fourier analysis and introduced in ��	� For
each 
 � �� let us consider the operator A�� where

A
� def� �

�

�xk

�
a�k��x�

�

�x�

�
with a�k��x� � ak��

x



�	 ���

From the theory of homogenization� it is known that there is a corresponding homogenized
operator A� given by

A
� def� �

�

�xk

�
qk�

�

�x�

�
	 ���

The homogenized coe�cients qk� are constants and their de�nition can be found� e�g�� in ��	
p� ��� we will recall it later �see ������ It is known that �qk�� is a symmetric� positive de�nite
matrix� qk��k�� � �j�j� �� � RN� where � � � is the same constant appearing in ����

Our main result regarding this subject is�
Theorem ���� Let  be an arbitrary domain in RN� Let the coe�cients ak� satisfy as�
sumptions �	
� Suppose fu�g is a sequence in H�� � and u� � H�� �� f � L�� � are such
that �

u� � u� in H�� ��weakly�
A
�u� � f in  	

Then the stress vector �k
def
� a�k�

�u�

�x�
converges weakly in L�� � to the corresponding homog�

enized stress vector�

�k � qk�
�u�

�x�
in L�� ��weakly �k � �� 			� N	

In particular� u� satis�es the homogenized equation� namely

A
�u� � f in  	

In the above theorem� we have assumed the weak convergence of u�� This is because
a H� bound on u� is not guaranteed� However� if  is a bounded domain and u� satis�es
certain boundary conditions �e�g� Dirichlet� on the boundary � in addition to the equation
A
�u� � f in  such a priori estimate on u� will be a consequence of ellipticity and Poincar!e

inequality� In case  is unbounded� say  � RN� then we do not have an estimate on u�

in H��RN�� However� if we consider A� � I instead of A�� then the bound in H��RN� is
automatic� In these cases� we would be able to deduce the usual homogenization results� For
the sake of completeness� we announce them separately�
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Corollary ���� Let  be a bounded domain in RN� Let �ak�� and f be as in Theorem ��	�
Consider v� the unique solution of

A
�v� � f in  � v� � H�

�� �	

Then

v� � v� in H�
�� ��weakly�

a�k�
�v�

�x�
� qk�

�v�

�x�
in L�� ��weakly �k � �� 			� N�

where v� is the unique solution satisfying

A
�v� � f in  � v� � H�

� � �	

Corollary ���� Let �ak�� and f be as in Theorem ��	� Consider w� the unique solution of

A
�w� �w� � f in R

N� w� � H��RN�	

Then

w� � w� in H��RN��weakly�

a�k�
�w�

�x�
� qk�

�w�

�x�
in L��RN��weakly �k � �� 			� N�

where w� is the unique solution of

A
�w� � w� � f in R

N� w� � H��RN�	

L� Tartar proved these results using his method of homogenization and a proof is available
in ��	� see also ���	� His proof handles even non�symmetric coe�cients �ak��� We are going
to re�prove Theorem ��� using the so�called Bloch�wave method � Even though we treat here
only the case of symmetric coe�cients� our method has recently been enlarged to cover the
case of non�symmetric coe�cients� We thus recover fully Tartar�s theorem �see ���	�� Since
this is a spectral method� we are naturally led to suppose the symmetry of the coe�cients
�ak��� The method� a version of which appeared in ��	� works in the following way� the
original problem is �rst transformed into a set of algebraic equations in the Bloch space�
Next� it is shown that all Bloch harmonics corresponding to m � � can be neglected in the
homogenization process� This explains why oscillations present in the solution are not well
approximated by the homogenized one� Finally� we pass to the limit as 
 tends to zero in the
�rst harmonic and establish that the Bloch waves representing the periodic medium approach
Fourier waves representing the homogenized medium� The latter step is quite straightforward
if we work in the entire space �in the case of an arbitrary domain� localization is involved and
this complicates the analysis a little bit�� but it demands certain regularity of the dominant
Bloch eigenvalue near the origin� This is a technical result which is proven in ��	� x�� After
passage to the limit� the limiting equation is easily interpreted as a result of homogenization
in the Fourier space� To conclude this paragraph regarding Fourier analytic approaches to
classical homogenization problems� let us mention the work by R� Morgan and I� Babu"ska
��	�

��� Spectral asymptotic analysis

In our second application� we show how the Bloch wave method can be used to study the
asymptotic behaviour of the spectrum of some periodic structures� To simplify the expo�
sition� we present this method in the context of the wave equation in a bounded periodic
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heterogeneous medium� We study the asymptotic behaviour of its spectrum as the structure
period goes to zero� As is easily inferred� the physical motivation of such a study is to bet�
ter understand wave propagation in periodic media� and it is well�known that this problem
often relies on the analysis of the vibrations modes of the medium� The wave equation is
just a model� in truth� our original motivation comes from more complicated models describ�
ing the vibrations of �uid�solid structures� These more physical models were proposed by
J� Planchard in the early ���s �see e�g� ��
	� or ���	� ���	� and extensively studied using the
Bloch�wave method in �	� ��	� ���	� ���	� ���	�

To review part of these works� let us consider an arbitrary bounded domain  in RN and�
for each 
 � �� let A� be the operator de�ned by ���� Associated with A� we consider the
following spectral problem for the wave equation in  � Find all couples ���� v�� � R
H�

�� ��
v� �� �� such that

A
�v� � ��v� in  � v� � H�

�� �	 ����

At this point� allow us a word of warning regarding the notation� In the articles just quoted�
instead of working on the eigenvalue problem associated with A�� as we do here� work is done
on the eigenvalues of �A����� The only consequence of this change of convention is that the
eigen�variable �� in ���� corresponds in these references to �

�� � but of course� results in both
cases are equivalent� qualitatively�

With that in mind� let us denote by � the set of eigenvalues of ����� As is well�known�
� is made of a countable sequence of eigenvalues which converge to �	 and each of them
is of �nite multiplicity� i�e��

� �
�
m��

f��mg with � � ��� � � � � � ��m � � � � � �		 ����

To each ��m is associated a normalized eigenfunction v�m � L�� � such that kv�mkL���� � ��
and the family fv�mgm is an orthonormal basis of L�� �� It is further well�known that� as
the period 
 tends to zero� � converges to the spectrum � of the homogenized problem �see
e�g� ���	� ���	� ���	� ���	��

A
�v � �v in  � quadv � H�

� � ��

where A� is the homogenized operator de�ned in ���� This is� for all m � ��

��m �� �m ����

and the corresponding eigenfunction v�m converges strongly to vm in L�� �� as 
� �� Here�
�m is the mth eigenvalue of the homogenized problem associated with vm� Recall that A

� is
strictly elliptic �with the same constant appearing in ���� and that therefore has a compact
inverse in L�� � �see e�g� ��	�� Its spectrum� denoted �� is also made of a countable sequence
of eigenvalues of �nite multiplicity�

Although it seems comprehensive� this convergence result does not completely describe
the asymptotic behaviour of all the sequences of eigenvalues �� that converge to �	� In
particular� letting 
 � � and m � �	 it is possible to construct sequences of eigenval�
ues ��m��� which converge to �	 and whose corresponding eigenfunctions do not converge

strongly in L�� �� In fact� they converge to � weakly in L�� � �see ��	� or �	 for a similar
case�� It is therefore interesting to consider suitable renormalizations of the set � and study
their asymptotic behaviour� More exactly� our goal in the remainder part of this section is
to characterize the renormalized limits of the spectrum lim��� 


	� where � is a positive
number� This situation is called a low frequency limit � while the classical convergence result
���� and the strong convergence of the corresponding eigenvectors gives a high frequency
limit �It is also called macroscopic limit��
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Let us �rst consider the case of eigenvalues of the order of 
�� �� � �� that� as we will see�
correspond to a critical size in the sense that the asymptotic behaviour of 
�� is particular
regarding the case � �� �� First of all� let us begin by pinpointing the de�nition of this limit
set� By lim��� 


�� we mean the following set of cluster points�

lim
���


�� �

�
� � R	

��� � a subsequence� still denoted by 
 and � ���� v���
solutions of ����� such that 
��� �� �

�
	

The main characterization result for this renormalized limit makes use of the Bloch spec�
trum� that we de�ne in ��� using the Bloch waves and the Bloch eigenvalues� To announce
this result� we also need to de�ne a so�called boundary layer spectrum boundary� Let us
consider a sequence of eigenvalues and eigenvectors ���� v�� solutions of ����� If� for a subse�
quence still denoted by 
� there exists a limit � such that

kv�kL���� � � and lim
���


��� � �

lim
���

kv�kL��
� � ��
����

for any subset � with ��   � then � is said to belong to boundary� In other words� the
boundary layer spectrum is de�ned by

boundary �
�
� � R	 j � ���� v�� solutions of ���� satisfying ����

�
	 ���

From a physical point of view� boundary corresponds to sequences of eigenvectors concentrat�
ing near the boundary of  � Comparing its de�nition with that of the macroscopic spectrum
Bloch � we see that boundary may depend on the choice of the sequence ��

Our main result �announced in �
	� ��	� is
Theorem ����

lim
���


�� � boundary � Bloch 	

The proof of Theorem ��� is sketched in x�� It relies on a notion of Bloch limiting measures
which play� more or less� the role of semi�classical �or Wigner� measures in the context of
Schr#odinger equation �see e�g� ���	� ���	� ���	� ���	�� Here� as already mentioned� the scaling

�� of the eigenvalues can be interpreted as a critical size� Indeed� for any other scaling� we
�nd a simpler result since there is no interaction between the period size 
 and the frequency
size�
Theorem ���� Let a� � R

	 be a sequence converging to � with 
 and such that� either

lim
���

a�


� �� or lim

���

a�


� �		

Then�
lim
���

�a��
�� � R

		

Theorem ��
 is consistent with Weyl�s asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues for the Lapla�
cian� Indeed� if there were no periodic heterogeneities �i�e� if the coe�cients ak��y� were
constant�� then Weyl�s result would imply that the renormalized limit of the spectrum is
always the entire positive half line� The reader can �nd a proof of Theorem ��
 in the
forthcoming paper ��	�

With Theorem ��� we still have the important question of how to characterize explicitly
the boundary layer spectrum� Indeed� this de�nition of boundary is not very enlightening�
because it does not characterize this part of the limit of ��� as the spectrum of an operator
associated with the boundary � of  � In particular� it is not clear whether boundary is
empty or included in Bloch � There is a subtle point here � the answer depends on the choice
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of the sequence �� A striking result has recently been obtained by C� Castro and E� Zuazua
���	 when the sequence � takes all real values close to ��
Theorem ���� Let 
 be the sequence of all real numbers in the interval ��� 
�� with 
� � ��
Then

lim
���


�� � R
	�

which means that the boundary layer spectrum boundary must necessarily �ll the gaps of the
Bloch spectrum Bloch�
In Theorem ���� it is crucial that the sequence 
 takes all possible values near �� For a
general domain  and a general sequence of periods 
� we do not know how to characterize
boundary� On the contrary� if 
 is a discrete sequence and  has a piecewise �at boundary�
we obtain a complete characterization of boundary which may not any longer �ll the gaps of
Bloch � The reader is referred to ��	� where is considered the case where  is a rectangle with
integer dimensions and the sequence 
 is given exactly by 
n � ��n� n � N�� which means
that  is always a union of entire periodic cells of size 
n� Suitable generalizations of the
above methods led in this case to a complete characterization of boundary� In particular� we
generalize the two�scale convergence for treating the case of boundary layers�

Concluding this Introduction� let us mention that the Bloch wave approach has already
been applied to other spectral problems� The interested reader can �nd a systematic pre�
sentation of the method as well as several applications in ���	� see also �	� ��	� ���	� ���	�

� Classical Homogenization Results

Our plan to prove Theorem ��� is as follows� in x���� we introduce Bloch waves at 
�scale and
Bloch transforms and we analyze their behaviour as 
� �� Though it is not strictly rigorous�
it will be instructive to begin by considering the special case where  � RN� The di�erential
equation A�u� � f in RN can be easily transformed to a set of algebraic equations for the
Bloch transforms �see equation ������ We show next that the energy of u� contained in all
Bloch modes except the �rst one goes to zero �Proposition ����� Our next aim is to pass
to the limit in the equation ���� corresponding to the �rst Bloch mode� We prove that the
�rst Bloch transform tends to the usual Fourier transform �Proposition ����� Thus� we see
that the Bloch waves representing periodic medium tend to Fourier waves representing the
homogenized medium�

As will be evident from the analysis below� the passage to the limit in equation ����
requires smoothness of the �rst Bloch mode and also of the �rst Bloch eigenvalue when �
is in a neighbourhood of the origin� These results have been established in ��	� x�� so we
will assume that for small values of � one can choose ���y� �� in a smooth way� and that this
choice is done in such a way that

���y� �� � jY j�
�

� 	

Note that the constant jY j�
�

� is dictated by the normalization condition that the norm in
L���Y � is unity�

A natural question which arises in the limiting�passage step is to know what happens
to periodic oscillations if we work in the Fourier space� Without going into details let us
see this heuristically� Denote by � and � the variables dual to x and y in the Fourier sense�
Since the Fourier transform of a function depending on x�
 is a function of 
�� we have the
relation � � 
�� Thus� if we replace each derivative ���xj � as is usual in Fourier analysis�
by �j which is equal to 
���j � we see that we accumulate negative powers of 
� In order
to overcome this� we use Taylor expansion of ������ We know already that ����� � �� To
compensate the negative powers of 
 and have a �nite limit as 
� �� we need to show that
������ also vanishes� We do this in Proposition ��� Once done� this shows �not rigorously
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though� that the homogenized matrix obtained in this method is nothing but �
��

��
����� i�e��

�
� times the Hessien matrix of �� at the origin� which is already shown to be a critical point
for ��� Another purpose of Proposition �� is to calculate the Hessien of �� and identify the
homogenized matrix obtained in this method with the one obtained via classical means in
��	�

In order to make the passage to the limit in ���� more rigorous� we must localize the
equation A�u� � f in  by means of a cut�o� function� as demanded by Proposition ����
This reduces the problem in  to another one in RN for which our foregoing arguments
apply� The details are presented in x����

��� Preliminaries for the proof of Theorem ���

The �rst step is to consider the case  � RN and express the equation A�u� � f in RN

in an equivalent way in terms of the Bloch coe�cients of u� and f � In order to do this� we
introduce Bloch eigenvalues f��m���g

�
m�� and eigenvectors f�

�
m�x� ��g

�
m�� in the 
�scale� By

homothecy we have�
��m��� � 
���m���� ��m�x� ����m�y� ���

where �m���� �m�y� �� were already introduced in x��� and �x� �� and �y� �� are related by

y �
x



� � � 
�	

Recall that y � Y � ��� ���N and � � Y � �	� �
� �

�
� �
N � Hence � � 
��Y � � �� ���

� � �
��

� �
N � The

following fundamental result regarding Bloch waves is proved in ���	�
Theorem ���� Let g � L��RN

x �� m � N and � � 
��Y � be given� The mth Bloch coe�cient
of g �at the 
�scale� is de�ned as follows�

�g�m��� � 
�
N
�

Z
RN

g�x�e�i��x ���m�x� ��dx	 ����

Then the following inverse formula holds�

g�x� � 

N
�

Z
���Y �

�X
m��

�g�m���e
i��x��m�x� ��d�	

Further� we have Parseval�s Identity�


�N
Z
RN

jg�x�j�dx �

Z
���Y �

�X
m��

j�g�m���j
�d�	

More generally� Plancherel Identity holds�


�N
Z
RN

g�x��h�x�dx �

Z
���Y �

�X
m��

�g�m����h
�
m���d� �g� h � L��RN

x �	

Thanks to the above result and the relation

A
��ei��x��m�x� ��� � ��m���e

i��x��m�x� ��� ��
�

we see that the equation A�u� � f in RN is equivalent to

�f�m��� � ��m����u
�
m��� �m � �� �� � 
��Y �	 ����
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Our goal is to pass to the limit in this system� Our �rst claim is that one can neglect all
the equations corresponding to m � ��
Proposition ���� Let

v��x� � 

N
�

Z
���Y �

�X
m��

�u�m���e
i��x��m�x� ��d�	

Then kv�kL��RN� � c
�
Proof� We have Z

RN

A
�u��u� �

Z
RN

f �u�	

By Plancherel Identity� we deduce that

�

Z
RN

jru�j� � 
N
Z

���Y �

�X
m��

�f�m����u
�
m���d�

� 
N
Z

���Y �

�X
m��

��m���j�u
�
m���j

�d�	

where the constant � is equal to maxk�� kak��kL��Y �� As a simple consequence of the min�max
principle� it can be proved that

�m��� � ����� � �
�N�
� � � �m � �� �� � Y ��

where �
�N�
� is the second eigenvalue of the eigenvalue problem for A in the cell Y with

Neumann boundary condition on �Y � Then


N
Z

���Y �

�X
m��

j�u�m���j
�d� � c
�	

By Parseval�s Identity� the left side is equal to kv�k�L��RN�� This �nishes the proof�

With the aim of passing to the limit in ���� with m � �� we now prove
Proposition ���� Let fg�g be a sequence in L��RN� and g be an element of L��RN��
Assume that there is a �xed compact set K such that supp g� � K� �
� Thus� if g� � g
in L��RN��weakly then 
N���g�� � �g in L�loc�R

N��weakly� where �g�� denotes the �rst Bloch
transform of g� and �g is the usual Fourier�Plancherel transform of g�

Proof� It is understood that �g����� which is apriori de�ned for � � 
��Y � �	� ���

� � �
��

� �
N is

extended by zero outside 
��Y �� We write


N���g����� �

Z
RN

g��x�e�ix�� ����
x



� ��dx�

Z
K

g��x�e�ix��
�
����

x



� 
�� � ����

x



� ��
�
dx	 ����

Since ���y� �� � jY j���� � �����N��� we see that the �rst term is nothing but the Fourier
transform of g� and so it converges weakly to �g��� in L��RN�� The second term is bounded
by

kg�kL��RN�

hZ
K

j���
x



� 
�� � ���

x



� ��j�dx

i���
� ck���y� 
�� � ���y� ��kL��Y �	

Here is where some regularity of the �rst Bloch mode � � ����� �� � L���Y � is required when
� is near �� Analyticity of this map is established in ��	� but here we simply use the fact
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that the above map is Lipschitz� Thus we conclude that the second term in the right side of
���� is bounded above by c
�� Thus if j�j �M � we see that it is bounded above by cM
 and
so� in particular� it converges to zero in L�loc�R

N�� completing the proof of Proposition ����

��� Identi�cation of the homogenized coe�cients

The aim of this paragraph is to give a di�erent expression for the homogenized matrix �qk��
in terms of the �rst Bloch eigenvalue ������ Let us recall the classical expression for �qk��
from ��	�

qk� �
�

jY j

Z
Y

ak�dy �
�

jY j

Z
Y

akm
���
�ym

dy �k� � � �� 			� N	 ����

where �k is the unique solution �de�ned up to an additive constant� of the following problem
with periodic boundary conditions�

A�k �
�ak�
�y�

in R
N� �k Y �periodic� �k � �� 			� N	 ����

We then have
Proposition ���� The origin is a critical point of the �rst Bloch eigenvalue�

���
��k

��� � � �k � �� 			� N	 ����

Further� the Hessien of �� at � � � is given by

�

�

����
��k���

��� � qk� �k� � � �� 			� N	 ����

The derivatives of the �rst Bloch mode can also be calculated and they are as follows�

���
��k

�y� �� � ijY j�
�

��k�y� �k � �� 			� N	 ����

Proof� Given the fact that � � ����� and � � ���y� �� are smooth� it is straightforward
to compute their derivatives at � � �� Indeed� it is enough to di�erentiate the eigenvalue
equation A�������� �� � ���������� �� with respect to � twice and evaluate at � � �� Since
the computations are classical� we only present the essential steps� We obtain

���
��k

��� �
��A���

��k
����� ��� ����� ��

�
�

�A��� � ������
���
��k

��� �� �
��A���
��k

�
���
��k

���
�
����� �� � ��

�

�

����
��k���

��� � �ak������ ��� ����� ���

�
�

�

���A���
��k

�
���
��k

���
����
���

��� ��� ����� ��
�

�
�

�

���A���
���

�
���
���

���
����
��k

��� ��� ����� ��
�
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We know already that ����� � � and by our choice ���y� �� � jY j�
�

� � If we use this informa�
tion in the above relations and evaluate them at � � �� we get successively ����� ���� and
�����

Before taking up the rigorous proof of Theorem ���� we pass to the limit in relation ����
in a heuristic manner to see the homogenized equation obtained via Bloch�wave method� Let
us take m � � in ���� and multiply both sides by 
N���


�����
��

N���u����� � 
N�� �f�� ���� ���

Expanding ���
�� by Taylor�s Formula around � � �� and using Proposition ��� we get	
�

�

����
��k���

����k�� � O�
�
�




N���u����� � 
N�� �f�� ���	 ����

A simple passage to the limit yields

�

�

����
��k���

����k�� �u
���� � �f ��� ��
�

where� we recall� u� is the L��weak limit of u��
Thanks to ����� the above equation is nothing but the homogenized equation in the

Fourier space� i�e�� it is just the Fourier transform of the usual homogenized equation� It can
be noted that the passage to the limit here is more direct than in Tartar�s method because no
derivatives are involved in ���� However� there is one �aw in our argument of letting 
� �
in ���� Strictly speaking� we cannot apply Proposition ��� since u� need not have uniform
compact support� A natural way to overcome this di�culty is to use the cut�o� function
technique to localize the equation� This is what we carry out in the next paragraph�

��� Proof of Theorem ���

Let � � D� � be arbitrary� If u� satis�es A�u� � f in  then its localization �u� satis�es

A
���u�� � �f � g� � h� in R

N� ����

where

g� � ��a�k�
�u�

�x�

��

�xk
� a�k�

���

�xk�x�
u� � ���k

��

�xk
� a�k�

���

�xk�x�
u��

h� � �
�a�k�
�xk

��

�x�
u�	

Using the arguments outlined above leading to ��
�� we can pass to the limit in ����� since
�u� is bounded in H��RN�� we can neglect all the harmonics corresponding to m � �� The
component corresponding to m � � yields at the limit

�

�

����
��k���

����k�� d��u����� � d��f���� � lim
���



N
� �g����� � lim

���


N
� �h������ ����

where �g��� �h
�
� are the �rst Bloch transform of g� and h� respectively� The sequence f�kg

is bounded in L�� �� we can therefore extract a subsequence �still denoted by 
� which is
weakly convergent in L�� �� Let �k denote its limit as well as its extension by zero outside
 � Using this convergence and the de�nition of g� we see that

g� � g�
def
� � ��k

��

�xk
�M�ak��

���

�xk�x�
u� in L��RN� weakly�
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where M�ak�� is the average of ak� on Y � From Proposition ���� it follows that



N
� �g������ �g���� in L�loc�R

N
� � weakly�

Concerning the sequence f�h��g� we cannot apply Proposition ��� directly because h
� is

not bounded in L��RN�� However� following the idea of Proposition ���� we decompose



N
� �h����� �

Z
RN

h��x�e�ix�� ����
x



� ��dx�

Z
RN

h��x�e�ix��
�
����

x



� 
��� ����

x



� ��
�
dx	 ����

The proof of Proposition ��� shows that the second term in the right hand of ���� tends to
zero if the sequence is bounded in L��RN�� In fact� using the Taylor expansion of ���y� ��
at � � �� we see that the second term is equal to

�
��
Z
RN

�ak�
�yk

�
x



�
��

�x�
�x�u��x�e�ix��

h


� ���
��j

�
x



� ���j �O�
����

i
dx

which evidently converges in L�loc�R
N
� � strongly to

�M
��ak�
�yk

� ���
��j

�y� ��
�
�j

Z
RN

��

�x�
u�e�ix��dx

On the other hand� the �rst term of the right side of ����� after an integration by parts�
becomes Z

RN

a�k�

h ���

�xk�x�
u� �

��

�x�

�u�

�xk
� i�k

��

�x�
u�
i
e�ix�� ����

x



� ��dx	

Since ���y� �� � jY j�
�

� � it is easily seen that the above integral converges weakly in L��RN�
to

jY j�
�

�

h
M�ak��

Z
RN

���

�xk�x�
u�e�ix��dx�

Z
RN

��
��

�x�
e�ix��dx� i�kM�ak��

Z
RN

��

�x�
u�e�ix��dx

i
Using ���� and Proposition ��� we arrive at

qk��k�� d��u����� � d��f���� � jY j�
�

�

Z
RN

�k
��

�xk
e�ix��dx� i�kjY j

��

� qk�

Z
RN

��

�x�
u�e�ix��dx	

This can be rewritten as

d�A���u��	��� � d��f����� jY j�
�

�

Z
RN

�k
��

�xk
e�ix��dx� i�kjY j

� �

� qk�

Z
RN

��

�x�
u�e�ix��dx	 ����

We can call this localized homogenized equation in the Fourier space� The conclusions of
Theorem ��� are easy consequences of this equation� In fact� taking inverse Fourier transform
of ���� we obtain

A
���u�� � �f � �k

��

�xk
� qk�

�

�xk

� ��
�x�

u�
�

in R
N	 ����

On the other hand� we can calculate A���u�� directly�

A
���u�� � �qk�

���

�xk�x�
u� � �qk�

��

�xk

�u�

�x�
� �A�u� in R

N	 ����
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A simple comparison between ���� and ���� yields

��A�u� � f� �
�
qk�

�u�

�x�
� �k

� ��

�xk
in R

N	

Since the above relation is true for all � in D� �� the desired conclusions follow�

� Asymptotics of the wave equation spectrum

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem ���� For a better organization of the expo�
sition� we shall divide the proof into two main steps�

��� Bloch wave homogenization

Studying a speci�c spectral problem which arises in �uid�solid interactions� G� Allaire and
C� Conca recently introduced in ��	 a new method of homogenization� the so�called Bloch�
wave homogenization method �which is a merge of two�scale convergence and Bloch�wave
decomposition�� which has been very useful for tacking the asymptotic behaviour of the
spectrum of periodic structures� By means of this Bloch�wave homogenization� we prove in
this paragraph that

Bloch  �	 ����

where � is used as a shorthand of lim��� 

��� To this end� let us rewrite the spectral

problem ���� as follows� Find ���� v��� v� �� �� such that


�A�v� � v� �
�

��
v� in  � v� � H�

�� �	 ���

Observe that passing from ���� to ��� leaves the eigenfunctions invariant and changes the
eigenvalues ��m into ��m � ���� � 
���m� and hence� �

� � � i� �� � 
���
To resolve ���� it is a classical technique to introduce the so�called Green�s operator

S� � L�L�� �� which is de�ned as S�f � u�� where u� is the unique solution of


�A�u� � u� � f in  � u� � H�
�� �	 ����

The starting point in order to characterize � is to pass to the limit in ����� Well now�
it is an easy exercise in perturbation�s theory to show that u� converges weakly in L�� �
to f � This implies that S� converges weakly to the identity operator� which is a useless
result concerning its spectrum� This appeals to obtain a strong convergence for S� and
the main idea in obtaining this is to extend the operator S� by embedding L�� � into a
larger space of two�scale functions� Of course� the extension of S� must be done in such
a way as to essentially maintain the same spectrum as S�� With this in mind� for any
positive integer K � �� denoting by KY the cube ���K	N � we de�ne an extension operator
S�K � L�L�� �L���KY ��� by

S�K � E�
KS

�P �
K �

where P �
K and E�

K are respectively a projection from L�� �L���KY �� into L�� � and an

extension from L�� � into L�� �L���KY ��� To insure that S�K is still self�adjoint� we ask
P �
K and E�

K to be adjoint one from the other� To insure that S� and S�K have the same
spectrum� denoted by $�� we ask the product P �

KE
�
K to be equal to the identity in L�� ��

Such conditions are satis�ed by���������
�� � L�� �L���KY ��� �P �

K�� �x� �
n���P
i��

��i �x�
�

�K��N

R
Y �
i

��x�� x� �dx
��

�f � L�� �� �E�
Kf� �x� y� �

n���P
i��

��i �x�f�x
�
i � 
y��
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where the family �Y �
i ��	i	n��� of non�overlapping cells of the type ���K
	N covers  ���i is

the characteristic function of Y �
i and x

�
i its origin��

Proposition ���� The sequence S�K converges strongly to a limit operator SK in the sense
that� for any ��x� y� � L�� �L���KY ��� S�K� converges strongly to SK� in L�� �L���KY ��

and SK� � uK is the unique solution in L�� �H�
��KY �� of

AuK � uK � � in  
KY	 ��
�

Moreover� SK is a self�adjoint non�compact operator in L�� �L���KY ���
The convergence of S�K to SK cannot be uniform since S

�
K is compact� but not SK � Thus� from

Proposition ������ in ��	 �or Proposition I���� in ���	�� we deduce the lower semi�continuity
of the spectrum� i�e��
Corollary ���� Let K denote the spectrum of SK � Since S�K converges strongly to SK � we
have

K  lim
���

$�	

The key ingredient in the proof of Proposition ��� is the notion of two�scale convergence
introduced in ��	� ��
	� that we brie�y recall in the sequel�
Lemma ���� Let u� be a bounded sequence in L�� �� Then there exists a subsequence� which
we still denote by 
� and a limit function u��x� y� � L�� 
 Y � such that

lim
���

Z
�

u��x���x�
x



�dx �

�

jY j

Z
�

Z
Y

u��x� y���x� y�dxdy

for all functions ��x� y� � L�� �C���Y ���
Proof of Proposition ���� Let ���x� y� be a sequence converging weakly to ��x� y� in the
space L�� �L���KY ��� For any � � L�� �L���KY ��� we need to show that

lim
���

Z
�

Z
KY

�S�K���
�dxdy �

Z
�

Z
KY

�SK���dxdy	

By de�nition of S�K � one has

�

KN

Z
�

Z
KY

�S�K���
�dxdy �

Z
�

�S�P �
K���E

�
K�

���dx �

Z
�

u��P �
K�

��dx� ����

where u� is the solution of ���� with right hand side f � P �
K�� Using Lemma ��� one can

show that u� two�scale converges �strongly� to the solution uK of ��
�� while the sequence
P �
K�

� two�scale converges �weakly� to �� Then� passing to the limit in ���� yields

�

KN

Z
�

Z
KY

uK�dxdy �
�

KN

Z
�

Z
KY

�SK���dxdy�

which concludes the proof �see ��	 for a more detailed proof in a similar case��
To compute the spectrum of K� we use a discrete Bloch�wave decomposition in L

�
��KY �

�see ��	� or Theorem ��� for the continuous case�� This Bloch decomposition allows to diag�
onalize SK �
Lemma ���� ���	� For any function ��y� � L���KY � there exists a unique family f�j�y�g �

L���Y �
KN

� indexed by a multi�index j whose N components belong to f�� 	 	 	 �K � �g� such
that

��y� �
X

�	j	K��

�j�y�e
i j�y
K �
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and
�

KN

Z
KY

j�j�dy �
X

�	j	K��

Z
Y

j�jj
�dy	

This decomposition� denoted by B� de�nes a unitary isometry from L���KY � into L���Y �
KN

�
From the above lemma� we easily deduce the following�

Proposition ���� The operator SK can be diagonalized as

SK � B�TKB with TK � diag
�
�Tj�K��	j	K��

�
where� for each Bloch frequency � � j�K� T� is de�ned in L�L�� �L���Y ��� as T�� � u��

where u� � u��x� y� is the unique solution in L�� �H�
��Y �� of

A���u� � u� � ei��y� in  
KY	 ����

We recognize in the operators T� a simple transformation of the Green�s operators asso�
ciated with the Bloch spectral problems ��� or ���� To conclude the proof of ����� it su�ces
to remark that� as K goes to in�nity� the discrete set of the Bloch frequencies j�K becomes
dense in Y � �see ��	 for more details��

��� Completeness of the Bloch spectrum

We now address the question of whether the Bloch spectrum is enough to completely char�
acterize the limit set �� In other words� we seek for what we call a result of completeness�
Well now� it turns out in this case that the Bloch spectrum is usually not enough to describe
� because there is another source of limiting spectrum which is not taken into account
in our analysis� This source corresponds to sequences of eigenvectors of ���� concentrating
near the boundary � of  � They behave as boundary layers in the sense that they con�
verge strongly to zero inside the domain� It is therefore clear that the oscillations of these
sequences of eigenvectors cannot be captured by a usual homogenization method� neither are
they �ltered in Bloch since the Bloch waves are insensitive to the boundary�

Following this line of reasoning� we prove in this paragraph that

� � lim
���


��  boundary � Bloch� ����

where boundary is the so�called boundary layer spectrum� which is de�ned in x��� �see �����
To prove ����� we consider any sequence ���� v�� � R	 
 H�

�� �� solutions of the spectral
problem ����� such that �up to a subsequence� there exists a limit � satisfying

kv�kL���� � � and lim
���


��� � �	

If� for any subset � such that ��   �

lim
���

kv�kL��
� � �� ���

then� by de�nition� the limit eigenvalue � belongs to the boundary layer spectrum� Therefore�
to complete the proof of Theorem ���� it remains to prove that� if there exists a subset �
and a subsequence� still denoted by 
� such that

lim
���

kv�kL��
� � c � �� ���

then � belongs to the Bloch spectrum�
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Now� if assumption ��� is ful�lled� then there exists a smooth cut�o� function � � D� �
such that � � � in �� and de�ning a sequence

u� �
�v�

k�v�kL����
�

it is easily seen that u� is a sequence of quasi�eigenvectors in the sense that it has compact
support in  � ku�kL��RN� � �� and it satis�es

A
�u� � ��u� � r� in R

N� ���

where r� � L��RN� is a negligible remainder term satisfying

lim
���

hr�� w�iH���H�

�
��� � ��

for any sequence w� such that kw�kL���� � 
krw�kL����N � C�
The equation ��� in terms of the Bloch transforms reduces to

�m���cu�m ��
 � � 
���cu�m ��
�� 
�cr�m in Y ��

for all m � �� where cu�m is the mth Bloch coe�cient of u�� Let us multiply these equations

by �m���cu�m���
�� where �m��� is a given continuous function in C���Y ��� Adding up on m
and integrating in �� thanks to Plancherel Identity� we obtain the following key relationX

m��

Z
Y �

�m�����m���� 
����jcu�m ��
 � j�d� � O�
�� ���

where O�
� tends to zero with 
�
For each m � �� we associate to u� a function h�m de�ned for � � Y � by

h�m��� � jcu�m ��
� j�	
Since u� has a unit norm in L��RN�� by Parseval�s Identity we haveX

m��

kh�mkL��Y �� �
X
m��

Z
Y �

jcu�m ��
� j�d� � ku�k�L��RN� � �	

Each h�m is therefore bounded in L��Y �� and the sum of their norms is equal to �� Up to
a subsequence� there exists a family of limit Radon measures f�m���gm�� such that each
h�m converges to �m in the sense of vague measures� Of course� the limit measures are all
non�negative� but they may well be zero� We can call these Bloch�limiting measures� Let us
show that they satisfy X

m��

Z
Y �

d�m��� � �� ��

which would prove that at least one of them is not identically zero� To prove ��� we use
the following discrete version of the classical dominated convergence theorem�
Lemma ���� For each 
 � �� let fa�mgm be a sequence of real numbers such that the seriesP
m��

a�m is convergent� Assume that the following alternative couple of conditions hold�

�i� �m � �� � am � RN� a�m �� am� as 
� ��
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��

�ii�

���
� a convergent series

P
m��

�m� ja�mj � �m �m� or

�� � �� � a rank m � ��
P

m�m�

a�m � � �
	

Then the series
P
m��

a�m converges as 
 goes to zero and its limit is the series of the limits of

its general terms� i�e��
P
m��

am�

Let us apply this lemma to the sequence a�m �
R
Y �
h�m���d�� First� for each �xed m we

have

lim
���

Z
Y �

h�m���d� �

Z
Y �

d�m���	

Next� let us assume that the second condition in �ii� is not satis�ed� Then there exists � � ��
a subsequence� still denoted by 
� and a sequence of integers m�
�� going to �	� such thatX

m�m���

Z
Y

h�m���d� � �	

Thanks to the boundedness of 
ru�� by Parseval�s Identity we have

M � 
�kru�k
�
L��RN� �

�

�

X
m��

Z
Y �

�m���h
�
m���d� �

�

�
min
��Y �

�m����

where � � maxk�� kak��kL��Y �� But� this is a contradiction� since for any � � Y �

lim
m�	�

�m��� � �		

This completes the proof of ���
Since the test function � and the Bloch eigenvalues �m are continuous in �� again with

the help of Lemma ��
 it is easily seen that one can pass to the limit in the relation ����X
m��

Z
Y �

�m�����m��� � ��d�m��� � �	

Since at least one of the Bloch limiting measures �m is not trivial� there exists an energy
level m � � and a Bloch frequency � such that

� � �m����

which �nishes the proof of Theorem ����
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